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JUST THE JOB! 

 More than 1,000 people turned up to careers evening 

 Virtual School, Real Learning —The Story of Lockdown 

Lessons are continuing during lockdown, using a 

combination of live Teams sessions and the Virtual 

School. 

Teams lessons are providing vital structure and 

support for students across the curriculum. These 

lessons are complemented by regularly updated 

resources which can be found on the Virtual School. 

While no-one wanted schools to close, the response 

to the latest closure has been overwhelmingly positive. 

Teachers have been hugely impressed by the 

commitment and quality of work from many students. 

Business teacher Lindsay Ash said: “Even in lockdown, 

with lessons on Teams, we’ve seen lots of evidence 

that students can still produce useful and quality work 

independently and have adapted to this change really 

well.” 

Students who are finding it more difficult to adjust are 

encouraged to speak to their subject teachers or form 

tutors to see if more support is available. 

Details of our Virtual School and other online 

resources, including webinars and user guides for 

students and parents, can be found at https://

www.ashbyschool.org.uk/ashby-s-virtual-school  

 

 

Year 10 drama research 

KS4 PE exam group work (above), Year 10 food and 

religion topic (below), and Year 12 photography  

Getty Museum challenge (bottom of page), all completed 

at home 

Turn to inside pages for more student achievement during lockdown... 

https://www.ashbyschool.org.uk/ashby-s-virtual-school
https://www.ashbyschool.org.uk/ashby-s-virtual-school
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Headstart… with Geoff Staniforth, Headteacher 

When schools closed on 20 March 2020, no-one 

anticipated we would be in the same position in 

February 2021. Tribute must  be paid to all the staff 

and students who are working so hard to make 

remote learning as successful as possible in difficult 

circumstances. I would also like to thank everyone 

who has sent in positive messages of support and 

reiterate that if any help is needed with equipment or 

engaging in lessons, please contact the school.  

 

Although schools will not re-open until at least 8 

March, Ashby School students are likely to be among 

the groups prioritised to return first. We will update 

you as soon as we have any information regarding the 

timescale. We are still planning to test all students for 

Covid on their return so please complete the online 

consent form if you haven’t already done so.  

  

The new English block on Nottingham Road is now 

well underway after a delayed start due to the 

pandemic. This is scheduled to finish in time for the 

new academic year and will be another welcome 

addition to the school’s already outstanding facilities. 

Age range change has now been 

approved for Ashby, Ivanhoe and 

Ibstock so Ashby will be admitting 

its first Year 7 students from 

August 2022.  

This will be my last contribution to the Ashbeian as I 

retire on 26 March after 36 very happy years at the 

school. I became a teacher in 1985 because I loved 

designing and making things and wanted to share my 

enthusiasm and skills with young people. My years in 

the design and technology faculty are without doubt 

my fondest. Over the years, I have taught thousands 

of students in the workshops, helping them to 

produce some wonderful work. I hope that many of 

those are still using the skills they learnt and enjoying 

just making things.  

I will be spending my retirement doing just that in my 

workshops alongside running some experience days 

for people who want to have a go on a forge or make 

something in wood. It has been an honour to work at 

the school with such a great community of people. I 

will miss it, but the school will move on from strength 

to strength. I wish you all well. 

A huge restructuring programme to create two separate campuses and 

enhance student safety has seen the Leicester Road languages building 

converted into science laboratories, Nottingham Road science labs 

transformed into classrooms and refurbishments to other facilities across the 

school.  

The Academy also successfully applied for £176k of extra funding from the 

Department for Education (DFE)’s Condition Improvement Fund (CIF) for 

new security fencing and additional gates around the school and playing 

fields. 

Inevitably, one of the biggest challenges has been responding to the 

national lockdown. The school has focused on remote learning and the 

technology to support. this. We have implemented Microsoft Teams and 

provided over 100 laptops to students without access to IT equipment, as 

well as investing in 120 new laptops to bolster the government scheme.  

Continued investment has also enabled the Academy to improve the 

learning environment, including a new heating plant for the Leicester Road 

science block, supported by another successful bid of £96k to the DFE’s CIF 

fund.  

Other works included a rolling programme of fire door replacement, a new 

Year 11 Pastoral Office, the creation of an Alternative Curriculum base, a new 

telephone system and further temporary fencing to create year group 

bubbles to mitigate the risks of Covid-19.  Andrew Burton, Business Manager 

The Last 12 Months in….Finance  
 Options Website  

Now Live! 
Students who are joining Year 

10 in August 2021 can make 

their options choices now. 

For families with children in 

Year 9, help that is usually 

available at options evening 

can be found instead in two 

specially recorded videos—one 

for students and one for 

parents—to guide them 

through the options process. 

The closing date for the 

submission of options choices 

is Monday 22 February 2021.  

Information about options can 

be found here: https://

www.ashbyschool.org.uk/

induction  

https://www.ashbyschool.org.uk/letters/covid-testing-consent-form-and-faqs
https://www.ashbyschool.org.uk/letters/covid-testing-consent-form-and-faqs
https://www.ashbyschool.org.uk/induction
https://www.ashbyschool.org.uk/induction
https://www.ashbyschool.org.uk/induction
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“ 
The Teams lessons are really good and, in my son’s words, he is finding his 

teachers ‘enthusiastic, fun, entertaining and captivating’.  I have sat in on some of 

his lessons and can see how well everyone seems to be adapting to this type of 

learning. I have been really impressed how the teachers are communicating with 

the students. The lessons that are not on Teams are going down well too and the 

instructions and emails are clear and concise. We couldn’t be happier.” 

Here’s what  

parents have 

been saying 

about home 

schooling: 

Year 12 student Emily Turnbull has been making the 

most of lockdown by sharing her knowledge with 

others. She’s produced a Tips & FAQs page for the 

Virtual School to help GCSE philosophy and ethics 

students. Emily, who studies the subject at A level, has 

been using her time productively in other ways too, by 

signing up for an online Oxbridge conference. 

Emily said: “The conference is a programme of online 

sessions to give Year 12 students a better 

understanding of the application process, support and 

student life at the two universities. You can chat live to 

academics and undergraduate students who can give 

advice on any post-16 related thoughts. I signed up to 

give myself some inspiration during lockdown to carry 

on working and to find out more about Cambridge.” 

Former student Will Huxley 

recently celebrated his RAF 

graduation. Will (right) is 

now a leading airman and 

has just returned from a 

spell working in Qatar.  

His mum, Emma,  who got 

in touch with Will’s 

psychology teacher Miss 

Procter, said: “Will loves his 

job and we really hope his 

story will inspire other Ashby School students to work 

hard and follow their dreams, especially during these 

difficult times.” 

Miss Procter added: “Will’s story is evidence of his 

determination and also shows that humanities subjects 

are great preparation for a wide range of careers.” 

The school’s Mary Smith Scholarship Fund turns 85 this year—and 

is open now for 2021 applications!  

Launched in 1936, the fund was set up to help young people in 

and around Ashby to follow their dreams. All students and former 

students of Ivanhoe College and Ashby School, up to the age of 

25, can apply each year for funding towards items or opportunities 

to help them get ahead in their chosen field.  

This painting by Year 13 student Katie Bryant Brown was produced 

using gouache paints purchased with help from the Mary Smith 

Fund. Students typically ask for support with sport, music and the 

arts, vocational training, career-related tools or materials, text 

books and educational travel. 

Full details of what the fund covers, and how to apply, can be 

found here: https://www.ashbyschool.org.uk/mary-smith-fund  

Closing date is Friday 26 February 2021. 

Mary Smith Fund is 85, Not Out… Apply Now! 

The Power of Pod 
In the four weeks to 21 January, Ashby School students watched a staggering 1,561 Pods on 

GCSEPod. During this time, 70% of the top 10 users were boys. GCSEPod is just one of the 

online resources used by Ashby School to support students’ home learning. Regular use of 

GCSEPod has been shown to result in higher attainment.  

Making the Most of Lockdown... 

https://www.ashbyschool.org.uk/mary-smith-fund
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“ 
Overall, so far, home schooling has been a really good experience for my son and hopefully for many 

more students and we would like to thank you and all the staff for what they are doing for the 

students.” 

Year 10 engineering student Jess Dover enjoyed her 

engineering Teams lessons so much that she asked for 

a 3D printer for Christmas so she could carry on her 

practical work at home. Since, then, she’s put the gift 

to good use during lockdown, making a model of her 

family home (pictured left) and a miniature bed for her 

sister’s toy hospital.  

Jess said: “I asked for a 3D printer because I really 

enjoyed our engineering lessons on Teams and 

wanted to carry on at home, to see what I could make 

on the 3D printer.” 

Head of 

food and 

nutrition 

Sarah 

Middleton 

has been 

delighted to 

see  

students using lockdown to practise 

their skills in the kitchen. Year 11 food 

student Chloe Woodiwiss shared 

photographs of some of the 

celebration cakes she’d made while 

staying at home (pictured above).  

In drama, Year 10 students have been 

exploring stimulus. One student 

impressed teacher John Bennion by 

researching quotes about power and 

control (above, right) and also 

producing a mood board of images on 

the same theme to showcase a range 

of creative ideas.  

Year 12 photography students have 

been taking part in the Getty Museum 

challenge, recreating famous works of art using materials they found lying around the house in lockdown. 

Step forward: lockdown artists, bakers , designers and more...

Students have been producing some of their best work in lockdown… 
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“ 
I have watched in amazement as the school has dealt with everything that has been thrown at it, often 

with very little warning, over the last few months. Please do keep on record how much we appreciate 

the dedication, hard work, compassion and commitment of staff to delivering first class education both 

remotely and in person, and their care and concern for the mental welfare of their students.” 

In product design, graphics and engineering, 

students have been set the challenge of 

mastering 'Onshape', a 3D modelling program. 

This web-based software saves all work in the 

cloud, making it easy for students to use. 

Year 12 product design and engineering groups 

have been using this as part of their 

communication and presentation units. It’s also 

been useful for Year 11 graphics and engineering 

students to support the modelling of their design 

ideas for their NEA coursework project, as 

lockdown has meant they’ve been unable to 

create a 3D prototype in school.  

Students who introduce an element of CAD (computer aided design) into their project work are able to push for 

higher grades. Year 10 graphics students have also had a series of introductory lessons to help them with future 

design tasks. Following tutorials, they have been able to start creating models in complex forms, which can then 

be converted into files for 3D printing. 

Teacher Mat Anwyll said: “Students have had to work independently on this, with staff on hand to resolve issues 

remotely. We’ve been really pleased with students’ enthusiasm and the quality of the outcomes has been 

excellent.” 

In business, Year 12 students have been exploring motivation theories (see bottom right). They were asked to 

list the facts about each motivational theorist in the correct section on the task sheet from memory, using this 

to create a revision tool at the same time. 

Other students have been making lockdown 

count by taking advantage of different 

learning opportunities, including Year 11 

languages student Edie Lee who signed up 

for an online languages course at Trinity 

College, Cambridge. Edie said: “I decided to 

do this because I enjoy my French lessons at 

school and think learning languages is really 

interesting. There are five sessions aimed at 

Year 11 students, to show us the 

opportunities and careers that we can 

access with a languages qualification. We’ve 

also been learning some basic Japanese and looking at university applications and how to make a personal 

statement stand out. Although I haven't fully decided on a career path yet, I'm very set on taking French at A 

level and potentially at university, too.”  

Step forward: lockdown artists, bakers , designers and more... 
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It’s business as usual in maths lessons, where staff 

are making the most of the technology available, 

using visualisers, writing tablets and various online 

programmes to ensure students are still getting 

worked examples and practice as they would do in 

class. Two programmes in particular - Hegarty and 

Dr Frost Maths—enable teachers to get valuable 

feedback on students’ understanding, a vital aspect 

of teaching and learning that is much harder to get 

right without face to face lessons. 

Year 12 have been submitting some great written 

work on Standard Deviation and Variance to 

supplement their work online.  

A large number of KS4 students are working on 

Hegarty Maths. In the first two weeks of term, students 

racked up a total of 1531 hours on Hegarty, averaging 

1.7 hrs per student. They have answered more than 

60000 questions correctly—that's 64 per student. 

Ashby’s total of 60000 correct answers places it 55th in 

the country, while its 87.2% success rate on questions is 

fifth highest out of all the schools that have over 50000 

correct answers. So well done Year 10 and 11! 

Other notable achievements included success in UKMT 

Maths Challenges. Thirty students entered the UKMT 

Senior Challenge. Five students achieved gold 

certificates (Louis Bullock, Jack Thompson, Jonathan 

Auton, Toby Male and James Rippin); seven silver 

(Thomas Pritchard, Abigail Laws, Harrison Dring, Robert 

O’Brien, Phoebe Dye, Rachel Pacey  and Finley Pidcock) 

and 12 bronze. 

Highest scorers Louis Bullock, James Rippin, Jack 

Thompson, Jonathan Auton and Toby Male also 

qualified for follow on competitions: the British 

Mathematical Olympiad and Senior Kangaroo. Louis 

did incredibly well in the gruelling 3.5 hour Maths 

Olympiad paper, attaining a Certificate of Merit, only 

awarded to the top proportion of those already elite 

qualifiers— a truly outstanding achievement. 

Maths staff have also been making a life changing 

difference beyond Ashby by shipping 12 boxes of out-

of-date textbooks to the charity Books2Africa and 

sharing the cost of shipping between them.  

Head of faculty Sam Blatherwick also extended the 

impact of the faculty to the wider community by 

presenting some of his brilliant ideas about the 

teaching and learning of maths at national maths 

conferences. He has presented workshops both online 

and in person on Approaches to Proof at A level and 

on Effective Strategies for Learning with a specific focus 

on promoting conceptual understanding and problem 

solving for lower attaining students in Key Stage 4.  

Faculty Focus on...Maths 

Luba Bonilla, maths faculty support (left), and Claire 

Lewis, deputy head of maths, with donated textbooks 

The move to remote learning using Teams and the Virtual School has been 

met with positive feedback in the languages faculty. All staff aim to ensure 

high quality teaching, learning and assessment, whether delivering lessons in 

the classroom or at home.  

One casualty of the pandemic has been school trips. 2020 was the first year 

in well over a decade that the faculty did not lead at least one school trip to 

Europe. Immersion in a foreign language is one of the most valuable ways 

to learn a language as well as to appreciate cultural diversity. It is hoped that 

the planned visit to Cologne and Lisle in autumn 2021 will be able to go ahead. 

Nina Pullan, Head of German, has also been in contact with the headteacher of a 

‘Gymnasium’ school in Münster, Germany to create a link and possible exchange 

scheme between the two schools, when life returns to normal. The aim is for 

students to form life-long friendships, improve their language skills and learn more about German culture and 

society. (Cont’d on page 7) 

Faculty Focus on...Modern Languages 

Year 11 French students have 

been using Spiral.ac interactive 

whiteboard as part of their  

remote learning—with some 

great results! 
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Modern languages 
Work for all humanities students has been set clearly on the 

Virtual School.  

In psychology, Year 10 have been working hard to complete 

revision sheets on the perception topic while Year 13 have 

made posters on past content as revision aids. Students in all 

year groups have been utilising the electronic textbooks 

during lockdown for psychology, alongside Teams and 

Virtual School lessons. After revising over Christmas, Sixth 

Form students adapted well to completing tests on Teams. 

Philosophy and ethics students have benefitted from 

specially created workbooks for Ashby students to enable 

them to continue their studies. Podcasts have also been 

used to consolidate learning, as well as online quizzes using 

Microsoft Forms to give students and teachers immediate 

feedback on progress. Students are completing end of topic 

assessments using exam questions which will help staff to 

check on learning and make current grade predictions. 

When students return, they will recap on the work done outside of school while online successes, such as the 

Forms quizzes, will continue as an aid to teaching and learning. 

In geography, students have transitioned well to remote learning and are continuing to learn key content from 

The Living World and UK Challenges at GCSE and Disease, Geopolitics, Hazards and Earth Life Support Systems 

at A level. When students return to the classroom, staff will work with them to apply the knowledge they have 

learned remotely and develop their examination skills for upcoming assessments. Field work also plays a 

fundamental role in equipping students with enquiry skills, and it is hoped students will be able to take part in 

planned curriculum trips to Birmingham and Carding Mill Valley for GCSE students, and a residential to Swanage 

for A level students. 

Year 13 history students have been working on their NEA (A level coursework) and have all received ongoing 

feedback virtually. Drop-in sessions and extra workshops have been held by history staff to help and encourage 

them to complete their coursework successfully by the final March deadline. 

 

Faculty Focus on… 

Humanities 

Psychology study of neurons as part of Brain  

and Development topic. 

Languages (cont’d) 

We are also using our links with a languages lecturer at Leeds University to explore various online opportunities 

for our students, including support and advice with the A level research project in languages, an insight into 

language degrees and a look at different foreign language films and novels.  

Work has already begun in preparation for the arrival of KS3 (Year 7) students in August 2022—a new challenge 

staff are very much looking forward to. Languages staff are liaising with the local high schools as well as the 

schools in the MAT. The aim is to deliver an enjoyable and rigorous learning experience that will be the first 

crucial step towards success at GCSE and beyond. 

Although it was not possible to employ a French assistant this year,  Ashby School has been incredibly fortunate 

to recruit fomer student Georgia Hughes, who has been working with Sixth Form students since November to 

help improve their confidence and fluency in spoken French.  Georgia studied languages at Warwick University. 

There are also plans to employ a German student later this term. 

Six former Year 13 students, who left in 2020, have gone on to study languages or linguistics at universities 

including Cambridge, Leeds and Lancaster. 
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“ 
Can I say a massive thank you to everyone who is helping my two children with their various courses? 

They are both so motivated, cheerful about their home learning and enjoying the interaction with their 

teachers and friends through Teams. Sticking to their normal timetable is giving them structure in very 

strange and scary times. I’m sure you’ve all got horrendous stress levels but all that you do is very much 

appreciated.” - A very happy mum (of a Year 10 and a Year 12 student) 

What do you like best about teaching? 

We have a very talented team of teachers at Ashby School and brilliant facilities to work with. We also meet so 

many great students every year and do our best to help them progress and fulfil their potential. It is great to see 

students collecting their exam results or meeting students after they have left school and finding out about all 

the great things they have done since leaving Ashby School. 

What are the biggest challenges? 

Trying to fit everything into the school day.   

What measures has Ashby School put in place to support students during the pandemic?  

All teachers have been running ‘live’ lessons through Microsoft Teams and trying to replicate lessons where 

possible. Teachers also use visualisers that enable students to see what their teachers are writing on their 

whiteboard or desk.  

Ashby School has provided more than 150 devices to students who needed equipment. We have also invested 

in subscriptions to several websites that help our students to study independently and help them to assess and 

improve their understanding. 

What advice can you give to students to help them get the most out of home learning? 

It is a very difficult time for students and I would encourage everyone to try to keep some form of routine with 

their schoolwork. Please communicate with your parents, carers and teachers to explain how you are feeling and 

let them know if, and when, you need any support. Taking regular breaks, getting some fresh air and time away 

from screens should also be part of your routine.  

What advice can you give to parents to cope with the difficulties of home schooling? 

Don’t put pressure on yourself and try to be the teacher. Support where you can and look for quality work over 

quantity. Celebrate the successes of our students and try not to focus on the negatives. 

What are you most looking forward to when the pandemic is over? 

Having students back in front of me in the classroom. It is much easier to assess students’ moods and 

understanding when they are in front of you. It is obvious when they need more help and support in class but it 

is much more difficult when teaching remotely and we can’t see their faces. Every classroom is different and with 

20 plus personalities, there is never a dull moment. 

 

Talking Heads 

Simon McCarron arrived at Ashby School as a student teacher in 

1993—and never left. He is a maths teacher and lead practitioner 

in the teaching and learning team. 


